MORE ON EMOTIONAL EATING!

STOP EMOTIONAL EATING TIP #2: FIND OTHER WAYS TO FEED YOUR FEELINGS!

I DON’T KNOW IF ANYONE TRIED USING A FOOD DIARY, WHICH WE TALKED ABOUT A COUPLE WEEKS AGO. (THAT WAS ACTUALLY TIP #1!) EITHER WAY, I DID FIND A FORM ON THE INTERNET. I’M HANDING IT OUT TONIGHT.

IF YOU DON’T KNOW HOW TO MANAGE YOUR EMOTIONS IN A WAY THAT DOESN’T INVOLVE FOOD, YOU WON’T BE ABLE TO CONTROL YOUR EATING HABITS FOR VERY LONG! DIETS SO OFTEN FAIL BECAUSE THEY OFFER LOGICAL NUTRITIONAL ADVICE, AS IF THE ONLY THING KEEPING YOU FROM EATING RIGHT IS KNOWLEDGE. THAT KIND OF ADVICE ONLY WORKS IF YOU HAVE TOTAL CONSCIOUS CONTROL OVER YOUR EATING HABITS. (IF YOU DID, YOU PROBABLY WOULDN’T NEED TO BE HERE ON MONDAY NIGHTS!) WHEN EMOTIONS HIJACK THE PROCESS, WATCH OUT!

SO…IN ORDER TO STOP EMOTIONAL EATING, YOU HAVE TO FIND OTHER WAYS (SUBSTITUTIONS) TO FULFILL YOURSELF. IT’S NOT ENOUGH TO UNDERSTAND THE CYCLE OF EMOTIONAL EATING OR EVEN TO UNDERSTAND YOUR TRIGGERS, ALTHOUGH THAT’S A HUGE FIRST STEP. WE TEND TO FIRST TURN TO FOOD – LET’S TALK ABOUT FINDING SOME ALTERNATIVES!

- **IF YOU’RE DEPRESSED OR LONELY,** CALL SOMEONE WHO ALWAYS MAKES YOU FEEL BETTER, PLAY WITH YOUR PET, OR LOOK AT A FAVORITE PHOTO ALBUM.

- **IF YOU’RE ANXIOUS,** EXPEND YOUR NERVOUS ENERGY BY DANCING TO YOUR FAVORITE SONG, SQUEEZING A STRESS BALL, OR TAKING A BRISK WALK.

- **IF YOU’RE EXHAUSTED,** TREAT YOURSELF WITH A CUP OF TEA, TAKE A BATH, MAYBE LIGHT SOME SCENTED CANDLES.

- **ARE YOU BORED?** TRY READING A GOOD BOOK, WATCH A FUNNY MOVIE, EXPLORE THE OUTDOORS, OR TURN TO AN ACTIVITY OR HOBBY THAT YOU ENJOY!
STOP EMOTIONAL EATING TIP #3: PAUSE WHEN CRAVINGS HIT!

Generally emotional eaters feel powerless over their food cravings. When the urge hits, it’s all you can think about! You feel an almost unbearable tension that demands to be fed, right now! Because you’ve tried to resist in the past and failed, you believe that your willpower just isn’t up to snuff. But the truth is that you have more power over your cravings than you think.

Take five before you give in to a craving... as we’ve talked about before, emotional eating tends to be automatic and virtually mindless. Before you even realize what you’re doing, you’ve reached for a bag of Doritos and polished off half of them. But if you can take a moment to pause and reflect when you’re hit with a craving, you give yourself the opportunity to make a different decision.

Just ask yourself to put off eating for five minutes – or if five minutes seems really unmanageable, start with one minute! The forbidden is extremely tempting, so instead of telling yourself you just can’t give in to the craving, try telling yourself to wait. While you’re waiting, check in with yourself. How are you feeling? What’s going on emotionally? Even if you end up eating, you’ll have a better understanding of why you did it. This can help you set yourself up for a different response next time! (also! Don’t forget environmental management... you can’t eat what’s not there!)

Learn to accept your feelings – even the bad ones. While it may seem that the core problem is that you’re powerless over food, emotional eating actually stems from feeling powerless over your emotions. You don’t feel capable of dealing with your feelings head on, so you avoid them with food.

Allowing yourself to feel uncomfortable emotions can be scary. You may fear that, like Pandora’s box, once you open the door you won’t be able to shut it. But the truth is that when we don’t obsess over or suppress our emotions, even the most painful and difficult feelings subside relatively quickly and lose their power to control our attention. To do this you need to become more mindful and learn how to stay connected to your moment-to-moment emotional experience. This can enable you to rein in stress and repair emotional problems that often trigger emotional eating.

Think about your (probably) negative emotion. Can you do something about it? If you can, then maybe you need to take action. If you can’t, acknowledge what you’re feeling – be like Elsa and let it go!!!
STOP EMOTIONAL EATING TIP #4: SUPPORT YOURSELF WITH HEALTHY LIFESTYLE HABITS

WHEN YOU’RE PHYSICALLY STRONG, RELAXED, AND WELL RESTED, YOU’RE BETTER ABLE TO HANDLE THE CURVEBALLS LIFE TENDS TO THROW YOUR WAY! ON THE OTHER HAND, WHEN YOU’RE ALREADY EXHAUSTED AND OVERWHELMED, ANY LITTLE HICCUP HAS THE POTENTIAL TO SEND YOU OFF THE RAILS AND STRAIGHT TOWARD THE REFRIGERATOR. EXERCISE, SLEEP, AND OTHER HEALTHY LIFESTYLE HABITS WILL HELP YOU GET THROUGH DIFFICULT TIMES WITHOUT EMOTIONAL EATING!

• MAKE EXERCISE A DAILY PRIORITY. PHYSICAL ACTIVITY DOES WONDERS FOR YOUR MOOD AND YOUR ENERGY LEVELS, NOT TO MENTION BEING A POWERFUL STRESS REDUCER!

• MAKE TIME FOR RELAXATION. GIVE YOURSELF PERMISSION TO TAKE AT LEAST 30 MINUTES EVERY DAY TO RELAX, DECOMPRESS, AND UNWIND. THIS IS YOUR TIME TO TAKE A BREAK FROM YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES AND RECHARGE YOUR BATTERIES.

• CONNECT WITH OTHERS. DON’T UNDERESTIMATE THE IMPORTANCE OF CLOSE RELATIONSHIPS AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES. SPENDING TIME WITH POSITIVE PEOPLE WHO ENHANCE YOUR LIFE WILL HELP PROTECT YOU FROM THE NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF STRESS.

LASTLY, A FEW THOUGHTS ON HOW SLEEP AFFECTS CRAVINGS AND WEIGHT GAIN!

EVER NOTICE HOW WHEN YOU’RE SHORT ON SLEEP YOU CRAVE FOODS THAT GIVE YOU A QUICK ENERGY BOOST? THERE’S A GOOD REASON FOR THAT! LACK OF SLEEP HAS A DIRECT LINK TO STRESS, OVEREATING, AND WEIGHT GAIN.

THERE ARE TWO HORMONES IN YOUR BODY THAT REGULATE NORMAL FEELINGS OF HUNGER AND FULLNESS. GHADELIN STIMULATES APPETITE, WHILE LEPTIN SENDS SIGNALS TO THE BRAIN WHEN YOU ARE FULL. HOWEVER, WHEN YOU DON’T GET THE SLEEP YOU NEED, YOUR GHRELIN LEVELS GO UP, STIMULATING YOUR APPETITE SO YOU WANT MORE FOOD THAN NORMAL, AND YOUR LEPTIN LEVELS GO DOWN, MEANING YOU DON’T FEEL SATISFIED AND WANT TO KEEP EATING. SO, THE MORE SLEEP YOU SKIP, THE MORE FOOD YOUR BODY WILL CRAVE.

OBVIOUSLY THIS WOULD MAKE IT HARDER TO FIGHT FOOD CRAVINGS. KEEP IN MIND THAT FEELING TIRED CAN ALSO INCREASE YOUR STRESS LEVELS, LEADING TO YET EVEN MORE EMOTIONAL EATING!

TO CONTROL YOUR APPETITE AND REDUCE FOOD CRAVINGS, TRY TO GET PLENTY OF REST – ABOUT EIGHT HOURS OF QUALITY SLEEP EVERY NIGHT.

SEEMS PRETTY SIMPLE, DOESN’T IT? TRY APPLYING AT LEAST ONE THING YOU HEARD ABOUT TONIGHT IN THE NEXT WEEK, AND LET ME KNOW HOW IT GOES! ALSO, REALLY MAKE AN EFFORT TO FILL OUT THE FOOD/MOOD TRACKER!
HOW DID YOU DO WITH “NO BAKED GOODS?”

OUR “NO!” FOOD FOR THE NEXT WEEK: BAKED GOODS AGAIN!!!

IT SOUNDS LIKE YOU NEED TO

LET IT GO